Reunion Giving

Your Reunion is a time to reflect on the role Haverford has played in your life and consider the impact you would like to have on today’s students.

COUNTING YOUR CLASS GIFT

The single-year dollar and participation totals for annual gifts from all classmates will be announced and celebrated at Alumni Weekend.

The College will also feature the grand total of philanthropic support, which includes gifts to all funds, pledged support, and planned gifts.

GIFTS AND PLEDGES

Annual gifts of cash and securities are the College’s highest priority. For those able to do more, please consider additional outright support and a multi-year pledge to sustain annual giving beyond your reunion year.

GIFT AGREEMENTS

Gift agreements establish endowed funds that generate revenue in perpetuity for a scholarship, professorship, spaces, or another specific purpose. The typical minimum commitment of $100,000 can be spread over several years.

LEADERSHIP GIVING

The 1833 Society recognizes donors who make leadership gifts of $1,833 or more. Special recognition benefits are made available for gifts of $5,000 (College Circle) and $10,000+ (President’s Circle).

PLANNED GIFTS

Planned gifts include will provisions and retirement fund beneficiary designations. Life income gifts that pay you or a loved one before the remainder transfers to Haverford are also included in the class gift.